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Abstract
Serverless computing is an emerging cloud computing paradigm wellknown for its high scalability and cost-efficiency. Serverless applications
are defined as a collection of short-lived, stateless serverless functions
that can be executed massively in parallel in lightweight containers. We
notice that redundancy exists in the memory footprint of the functions
which use the same libraries, frameworks or pull the same Docker
images. However, this redundancy is not fully exploited by the cloud
providers. Even with the page cache sharing in OverlayFS used by
Docker containers, identical memory that is anonymous or comes from
different disk files still cannot be shared.
We propose USM, a build-in module in the Linux kernel which enables
memory sharing among different serverless functions based on the
content-based page sharing concept. USM allows the user to advise the
kernel of a memory area that can be shared with others through the
madvise system call, no matter the memory is anonymous or file-backed.
We demonstrate that USM reduces up to 20% of memory consumption
on 16 concurrent containers running a typical image recognition function, allowing adding three more containers running the same function
to the system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Serverless computing, also known as function-as-a-service, is a new trend
in cloud computing to deploy highly scalable applications at a low cost.
Applications in the serverless computing model are decomposed into functions deployed in lightweight containers and executed when certain events
get invoked. Developers using serverless platforms leave most operational
concerns such as resource provisioning, monitoring, maintenance, scalability,
and fault-tolerance to the cloud providers [16].
Serverless computing provides auto-scaling: the resources are allocated ondemand when a function gets triggered, and can be scaled to zero where no
servers are actually running. This brings serverless computing the capacity
to execute thousands of functions in parallel. Serverless platforms often
co-locate invocations to benefit from cached code and data. However, with
limited memory on the host machine, the bloat in the function’s memory
footprint prevents the system from scaling further.
Existing research work such as SAND [12], SOCK [39] and Replayable Execution [48] adopt the idea of caching or checkpointing to reduce the memory
of loaded libraries and language runtime during the initialization phase.
Photons [29] shares the runtime as well the application state by co-locating
multiple instances of the same function within the same runtime, supposing
that parallel invocations of the same function can trust each other. Despite
their efficiency in reducing the overall memory utilization, they only enable
sharing between instances of the same function. None provide a general
solution for memory sharing across different functions with identical pages,
which might be from different users.
To better understand the potential of page sharing among different functions,
we analyze different types of serverless workloads provided by the Serverless
Benchmark Suite SeBS [22]. To simplify the experiment, we run the same
function in two containers from different directories to simulate invocations
1
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from different users. We compare the two containers’ memory content and
record the type (anonymous or file-backed) of the identical memory. We
first observe that OverlayFS (§2.2.2) has already shared a large part of the
identical memory for most tested functions. However, for a typical image
recognition function, about 27% of the process’s RSS is identical anonymous
memory, and about 12% is identical file-backed memory from different
directories. Both of them cannot be shared by page cache sharing. We infer
that the identical anonymous memory mainly comes from the inference
model, and the identical file-backed memory comes from the dynamically
loaded libraries. Therefore, it is still of significant meaning to develop a
solution enabling memory deduplication across different functions.
If we do not limit ourselves to serverless computing, we can find that memory
sharing between different processes has already been deployed for memory
deduplication between VMs. VMware introduced a widely used memory
sharing concept called content-based sharing (§2.3.1). The first patch of
KSM (Kernel Samepage Merging) (§2.3.3) also refers to this concept. The
content-based sharing mechanism first scans the systems to find the sharing
candidates, then merges the candidate pages in a copy-on-write (§2.3.2)
manner. While the time overhead imposed by scanning might be affordable
for VMs, it is formidable for serverless systems. According to the experiments
conducted in [51], scanning a page takes 9.8ms on average in KSM, and
scanning a memory region of 50M takes 125s! The short-lived serverless
function will complete execution before the system finds sharing candidates
of the function’s memory. Therefore, we need a memory deduplication
solution both enables general memory sharing across containers and is
suitable for serverless systems.
To address this issue, we propose User Samepage Merging (USM), a built-in
Linux kernel module that enables page sharing amount different functions
with an affordable time overhead. The users can propose to the kernel a
memory region to be merged with others. We exploit the existing system
call madvise [35] to realize the interaction between the user and the kernel.
The ”madvised” pages are stored in a hash table maintained by USM, and
shared in a copy-on-write fashion if any page with identical content has also
been ”madvised”. This solution works for both file-backed and anonymous
memory, and enables sharing between different functions as long as they
have memory pages with the same content. We also experimentally show that
USM successfully reduces the memory utilization of the image recognition
function by 12% with two concurrent containers at an affordable time cost.
To sum up, the main contributions of our work goes as follows:
• We study the sharing potential of different workloads from SeBS, including the shareable memory ratio among total function RSS, the type
of the shareable memory, and the impact of ASLR on memory shar2

ing. This acts as guidance to the design of the memory deduplication
solution.
• We propose USM, a novel way of memory deduplication among different serverless functions through the system call madvise, and implements it as a built-in Linux kernel module.
• We experimentally demonstrate that USM can reduce 12% memory
utilization with two concurrent containers, and 20% memory utilization
with 16 concurrent containers, in an image recognition case study.
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. We first introduce
the technologies that the thesis built upon, including serverless computing,
Docker containers, and the memory sharing concepts and related work
(Chapter 2). Then we discuss the profiling process and results, which enables
us to understand better the memory sharing potential of different kinds
of workloads (Chapter 3). Based on the profiling results, we first illustrate
why USM is the most suitable memory deduplication solution compared
to other solutions we have come up with; we then explain the design and
implementation of USM (Chapter 4). After that, we present the evaluation of
USM, including its memory saving effect and the time overhead it imposes
(Chapter 5). In the last chapter (Chapter 6), we conclude the project, and
provide directions for future work.

3

Chapter 2

Background & Related Work

This chapter gives a detailed introduction to the technologies related to the
thesis. We first introduce serverless computing, including its differences from
traditional cloud computing models, its characteristics, and the challenges it
brings to the users and the cloud providers. Then we present Docker containers as the sandboxes of serverless functions using in serverless platforms. We
also include the memory sharing in the file system OverlayFS used by Docker.
At last, we present the concepts of memory sharing. We illustrate previous
work on the memory sharing study with a detailed explanation of a representative content-based memory sharing algorithm: Kernel Samepage Merging
(KSM), which we mainly refer to during the design and implementation of
USM.

2.1

Serverless Computing

Serverless computing, also known as FaaS (Function as a Service), is an
emerging cloud computing paradigm famous for its high scalability and payas-you-go billing model. Multiple major cloud providers have already built
their frameworks for serverless computing, such as AWS Lambda [14], Azure
functions [37], Google Cloud Functions [31], IBM Cloud Functions [33] and
Cloudflare Workers [19]. Serverless computing is based on the event-driven
application architecture. The applications are decomposed into a collection of
microservices and short-lived, stateless functions, which are called serverless
functions, and the functions are invoked on events. Typical examples of
serverless triggers include HTTP requests and timer triggers.
The word ”serverless” in serverless computing does not mean no servers
in use at all, but means that the servers are hidden by an abstract layer of
the serverless platform. The management of underlying infrastructures is
offloaded to the cloud providers, allowing the developers to focus on the logic
of their applications, as opposed to the traditional Infrastructure-as-a-Service
5
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(IaaS) model where developers are distracted by buying and taking care of
the machines. Figure 2.1 shows how FaaS is different from traditional cloud
computing models.

Figure 2.1: Difference between IaaS, PaaS and FaaS
Serverless computing is especially suitable for highly concurrent lightweight
processes executed in response to a request, such as microservices (e.g., retrieving or modifying some data in a database when a REST API is invoked).
The resources needed for the function are only allocated when the function
is triggered. Therefore, no reservation of any resources in advance is needed,
and large scalability can be thus achieved. In addition, this property prevents
the users from overestimating or underestimating the resource usage that
often results in unnecessary expenses for unused resources or the incompetence of facing sudden usage burst, which is hardly avoidable using previous
cloud offerings.
The on-demand resource allocation model also makes the billing pattern of
serverless computing more user-friendly. Much unlike IaaS or PaaS where
users pay for the service no matter if it is in use or not, the users of serverless
platforms only pay for what they have actually used, just like how people
pay for electricity and water. The serverless vendors charge developers for
the function’s execution time and the allocated memory. Some also charge
the API calls or the data transferred from their data centers [36, 13], but
none of them charges when no function gets executed.
According to the survey made by researchers from Microsoft Azure [42],
6
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50% of the functions they have observed execute for less than 1s on average,
and 90% of them take at most 60s. This means that functions in the FaaS
workloads are very short compared to other cloud workloads, and it will be
such a waste if we launch a traditional VM as the sandbox of the functions for
several or more than 10 minutes. FaaS imposes strict requirements on quickto-launch and lightweight sandbox; Docker container is a good option and
will be covered later. Regarding memory usage, the research also shows that
90% of the applications (one application can be composed by one function to
dozens of functions) consume less than 400MB, and 50% of the applications
allocate at most 170MB. This information is important as we design the data
structures in USM.

Despite the opportunities serverless computing brings, it also poses challenges to both the developers and the service providers. On the developers’
side, the serverless system is like a ”black box”. It simplifies the usage of
the platform but also limits the freedom of the user. The user can no longer
control how the resources are allocated and scaled. This also brings difficulties in analyzing the serverless stack, and tooling for the deployment and
configuration of serverless applications. Additionally, it is also a challenge to
transfer some kinds of applications into the event-triggered functions. On
the cloud providers’ side, the main problem is how to use less time and
memory to finish the task. Besides the function execution time charged and
uncontrollable by the providers, the time for the preparation of the resources
and the function environment takes up a great deal and needs to be optimized. Recent research work has proposed various solutions on this issue,
such as [28, 48, 12, 39, 18, 50], and interested readers can refer to a broader
discussion of such solutions in the referenced literature. On the other hand,
much less research has been done on reducing the memory footprint. Most
of the existing work that shows reduced memory for serverless systems such
as [18, 39, 48, 12] are not specially designed for memory deduplication. They
use techniques such as checkpointing, snapshot, caching, or keeping warm
sandboxes to reduce the initialization time of the instances, with memory
deduplication as a good ”side effect”. So they are limited to memory sharing
during the initialization phase, such as the sharing of libraries and language
runtime, for different invocations of the same function. Recent research Photons [29] uses the co-location method to reduce memory redundancy, but still
only for invocations of the same function. Faaslets [43] reduces the memory
redundancy by replacing the containers with a new isolation abstract. It
shares the memory regions of functions in the same address space while still
assuring memory safety. As far as we know, none propose a general memory
sharing solution among different functions running in containers.
7
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2.2

Docker Container

Docker is a Linux-based, open-source containerization platform that developers use to build, run, and package applications for deployment using
containers [25]. Docker has been a game-changer since its release in 2013,
and it has become a massively popular containerization technology. According to the 2020 survey conducted by stack overflow, which includes 65000
respondents [40], Docker was the third most popular computing platform,
ahead are Windows and Linux.
Before containers came into being, it was tricky for developers to manage
applications’ dependencies and technology stacks across various platforms.
The most common practice for the development team is to release different
versions of the applications for different platforms. Primarily the developers
need to ship the dependencies and make sure that they always link together
and have the same ABI. Also, it’s difficult to ship software to so many
different Linux distributions. To avoid this inefficiency, container technology
has been introduced to package up code and all its dependencies, so the
application runs quickly and reliably from one computing environment to
another [26].
Docker container exploit namespace and cgroups techniques in Linux to
realize the isolation between the containers. Briefly speaking, namespace
allow users to isolate resources, including process’s PID, file system, network,
and user privileges. Different containers are in different namespaces and
thus know nothing about other containers. Cgroup allows putting limits and
constraints on available resources such as CPU and memory. Therefore no
container monopolizes the whole resources in the bare metal.
Docker containers are launched based on Docker images. A Docker image
is a binary that includes all of the requirements for running a single Docker
container, as well as metadata describing its needs and capabilities. To create
a Docker image, you need to provide a Dockerfile defining the steps needed.
Each instruction in a Dockerfile creates a layer in the image. Thus, a Docker
image is built up from a series of layers, and each layer and is read-only
except the last one. The layers are stacked on top of each other. Each layer
is only a set of differences from the layer before it. When you create a new
container, you add a new writable layer on top of the underlying layers. This
layer is often called the ”container layer”. All changes made to the running
container, such as writing new files, modifying existing files, and deleting
files, are written to this thin writable container layer [24].
There exist other container technologies such as LXC [21], CoreOS Rocket [41],
Hyper-V [38] and containerd [20], each has its own strengths in security or
portability, or has features that Docker doesn’t support. However, none of
them enjoys such a large user base and such a lot of attention from developers.
8
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2.2.1

Container VS VM

Containers and virtual machines are similar in their goals: to isolate an
application and its dependencies into a self-contained unit that can run
anywhere. However, they impose different levels of abstraction and thus
provide different user experiences.

Figure 2.2: Comparison of isolation level between containers and VMs
The chief difference between Docker and VM is shown in Figure 2.2. Each
VM has its own OS and is built upon a hypervisor. It uses virtualization
techniques to give each VM the illusion that they have independent hardware.
VM is usually hundreds of megabytes and could take a couple of minutes
to start. With Docker container, the user application sandboxed inside still
enjoys the isolation features that a container provides, but all containers on
the same host share the same kernel. As a result, processes running inside
containers are visible from the host system. This, on one hand, makes the
containers very lightweight since no embedded OS is needed, and they can
be started up in a few seconds; on the other hand, they are less secure than
VMs due to each sharing of the kernel.

2.2.2

Page Cache Sharing Enabled by OverlayFS

Docker uses storage drivers to store image layers; the storage drivers handle
the details about the way these layers interact with each other. OverlayFS is
the recommended storage driver for Docker [27].
Page cache is a disk cache used by the Linux kernel caching the pages from
the disk files that have been read or written. In most cases, the kernel refers
to the page cache when reading from or writing to disk. When a disk page is
being accessed, the Linux kernel first verifies if the page is in the page cache;
9
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if not, a new entry is added to the cache and filled with the data read from
the disk or to be written to the disk.
OverlayFS supports page cache sharing. In other words, multiple containers
accessing the same file share a single page cache entry for that file in a
copy-on-write manner (see §2.3.2 for detailed explanation). For example,
there are plenty of containers based on ubuntu:18.04 image, and OverlayFS
can share the libraries used by this base image, such as the C standard library
(libc).
OverlayFS is also very useful when similar or the same functions are running
in the containers where a large part of the libraries they use are common.
However, if two identical files are stored in different directories, they will
have different inodes and thus be deemed as different files. In this case, the
page cache sharing cannot come into effect.

2.3

Memory Sharing

Memory sharing, also can be called memory deduplication, is a well-known
technique used to reduce the memory footprint across virtual machines and
thus achieve greater memory density on hosts. Memory sharing relies on
the observation that several virtual machines might be running instances of
the same guest operating system, and these virtual machines might have
the same applications or components loaded or contain common data. The
sharing process is composed of two parts: the pages with identical content
are first identified, and then the identified physical pages are mapped to the
same machine page, and marked copy-on-write. The most commonly used
memory sharing technique is content-based memory sharing proposed by
VMware [47] and employed on VMware ESX server.
Besides the full-page sharing techniques, Gupta et al. propose Difference
Engine [32] that enables sub-page sharing, i.e., deduplication of partial pages
with partial redundancy, by constructing patches that represent a page as
the difference relative to a reference page. Difference Engine outperforms
VMware ESX server by a factor of 1.5-2.5 for different kinds of workloads.
There is also research on the effects of Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR) [44, 46] on memory deduplication for VMs [45]. The study shows
that ASLR increases physical memory consumption by more than 18% on
four virtual machines with KSM. However, as far as we know, ASLR effects
on serverless functions still remain unstudied.

2.3.1

Content-based Memory Sharing

Content-based memory sharing was introduced by VMware and first used in
VMware ESX server [47]. The basic idea is to identify page copies by their
10
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content. Pages can be shared as long as they have identical contents, no
matter when, where, or how those contents were generated. This approach
offers generality and can identify basically all potentially shareable pages.
To keep this generality, a scan of the memory areas must be performed
for finding the sharing candidates. Obviously, it is expensive to scan and
compare the content of each page with every other page. Thus hashing is
used to speed up the process. Pages are hashed by their content, and the
hash value of each page is used as an index into a hash table. If two pages
are found with the identical hash value, then there is a great possibility that
they are identical. A byte-by-byte comparison then follows to verify that.
Once a match has been found, the pages are shared using the copy-on-write
technique, and the redundant copy can be reclaimed if no other process is
using it.

2.3.2

Copy-on-write

Copy-on-write (CoW) is a resource management technique that allows the
two processes to share the same pages of the memory. The underlying
mechanism goes as follows: when multiple processes ask for resources of
the same content, they do not get their physical memory region respectively
but point to the same memory area. This situation remains until one of the
processes tries to modify the resource, at which point a true private copy
is created, and changes are made to the newly allocated copy to prevent
the changes from becoming visible to other processes. All of this happens
transparently to the callers. The primary advantage is that if a caller never
makes any modifications, no private copy need ever be created, which brings
huge memory saving [49].

2.3.3

Kernel Samepage Merging

Linux’s Kernel Same-page Merging (KSM) is a kernel feature that increasing
memory density by sharing identical pages among VMs. KSM is also built
based on the content-based sharing concept. The initial KSM patches [23] do
almost exactly the same as what VMware ESX Server does: scan and hash
each page for quick comparison, and merge the pages using CoW sharing.
However, KSM soon runs into patent trouble with VMware due to using
hash for finding identical pages [30].
The current KSM patches have replaced the hash table with two separate
red-black trees to store the pages. One is called stable tree, used to store
the already shared pages; the other one is called unstable tree, used to store
the pages scanned previously with unchanged checksum value and not
merged by KSM yet. The detailed searching process can be found in the
KSM paper [15]. KSM doesn’t not blindly scans the whole system; it only
11
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operates on the memory areas which an application has advised to be likely
candidates for merging, by using the madvise system call. However, most
of the time, the users are unaware of advising memory areas to the kernel
since KVM has already done this for them. Currently, the scanning process
is executed by a single kernel thread.
The dropping of the hash imposes a cost on KSM in the form of higher CPU
and memory. Now KSM needs to make a full byte-by-byte comparison of
each scanned page. Also, using red-black trees is generally slower and more
space-consuming than using hash tables. Although KSM has already been
merged into the Linux mainline since 2009, it is not widely used by the IaaS
providers due to its high CPU overhead.
Nevertheless, KSM is still a good example with open source code to help
us learn how memory sharing is done practically, and how a Linux kernel
model is implemented.

12

Chapter 3

Profiling

Before we come up with a memory deduplication technique, we first need to
do a feasibility study on memory sharing across functions. We profile the
memory usage of different serverless workloads (§3.3) from SeBS [22]. The
profiling work aims to answer the following questions:
• How does memory change with the number of requests? Does the
sharing potential persist after multiple warm invocations? (§3.4.1)
• How much memory is shared already, and how much memory could
be shared but not shared yet? (§3.4.2)
• How much identical memory is file-backed memory, and how much
is anonymous? We may use different strategies on the two types of
memory. (§3.4.2)
• How many memory pages can benefit from sub-page sharing (described
in §2.3)? (§3.4.3)
• When should we do the memory deduplication? At memory peak or
after the function execution? (§3.4.4)
• Does ASLR affects the memory sharing potential? (§3.4.5)
To better characterize the benchmarks, we conduct the experiments locally
on a virtual machine with the help of the local setting provided by SeBS.
The local setting provided by SeBS enables us to start the Docker containers
locally with an HTTP server that works as an entrance to the functions.

3.1

Profiling Environment

The experiments were performed on an x86-64 virtual machine with 24
vCPUs of model Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8255C and 48GB memory. The
13
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OS is Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux kernel 4.15.18. Our Docker version is 20.10.6.
The benchmarks are from SeBS v1.0, run by Python version 3.7.5.

3.2

Profiling Tools

We mainly use CRIU and Linux command pmap for profiling.
CRIU [2], short for Checkpoint/Restore in Userspace, is a Linux software that
can freeze a running application and checkpoint its state to disk as a collection
of files. Users can use these files to restore and run the application from the
point it was frozen at. It has also been integrated with Docker container [3].
We mainly use the checkpoint part of this tool to dump the container’s
memory content. Since the tool is made for restoring after checkpointing, not
all memory pages are dumped. We have made a small change to the source
code to dump all memory pages.
Memory usage is shown by pmap command. It can show exhaustive memory
information on a given process, including resident set size (RSS), proportional
set size (PSS), shared memory size, private memory size (USS), anonymous
memory size, and the memory mapping of each memory area. RSS is
the main memory (RAM) size occupied by a process, including its private
memory and the shared libraries. Thus, adding the RSS of two processes
sharing the same library will overestimate the memory consumption because
the memory of the shared pages will be counted twice. PSS is composed
by the process’s private memory size and the proportional size of its shared
libraries. That is to say, if a process shares libraries with other processes, its
PSS will be smaller than its RSS. USS (Unique Set Size) is the private memory
size used by a process, i.e., the memory allocated only to this process and the
shared libraries are not included. The information collected by pmap comes
from /proc/$PID/smaps.

3.3

Profiling Workloads

We do memory profiling on four representative serverless workloads provided by SeBS [22]:
dynamic-html: This is a lightweight web application that generates dynamic
data on a predefined HTML template. This function has a very short execution time and requires minimal CPU and memory resources.
thumbnailer: Processing multimedia data is a common serverless workload.
Thumbnailer create thumbnails of uploaded images with the help of Python
Pillow [9] library.
image-recognition: Serverless platforms allows running machine learning
inference task. We run a standard image recognition function with a pre14
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trained ResNet-50 model. The function uses the Pillow library [9] for image
processing and the PyTorch library [10] for inference. This is a relatively
large function with a model around 100M and the inference output around
100M.
dna-visualization: This function is used as a scientific utility. It generates
visualization to a given DNA data using the squiggle library [34], and caches
the results in the storage.

3.4
3.4.1

Profiling Process and Results
Memory Changes with Multiple Requests

RSS

Size of identical memory

Figure 3.1: Memory changes with multiple requests
We launch two concurrent containers from different directories running the
same benchmark. We plot the RSS and identical memory size for the first
launched container over the course of 20 requests. Figure 3.1 shows that all
functions reach their steady states after 5 requests.

3.4.2

Memory Sharing Potential

For simplicity, we run the same function on two different containers. The
containers are invoked by different inputs to simulate that the functions are
from different users.
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Figure 3.2: Sharing potential for each benchmark
benchmarks

dynamic- thumbhtml
nailer

imagedna-vis
recognition

not shareable
already shared
shareable anonymous
shareable file-backed

64.4%
34.4%
1.2%
0.0%

56.8%
3.4%
27.3%
12.5%

60.1%
34.4%
1.0%
4.4%

70.7%
17.6%
0.5%
11.3%

Table 3.1: Memory percentage data over RSS shown in Figure 3.2
Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1 show the memory sharing potential of each benchmark, including the volatile memory that cannot be shared, the memory
already shared by OverlayFS, the identical but not shared anonymous memory, and the identical but not shared file-backed memory. The plot on the
right and the table below show the percentage of different types of memory
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over the process’s RSS.
dynamic-html is a quite small function. It does not load any large library or
allocate large memory. Most of its identical memory is shared by OverlayFS.
The low memory sharing potential for dynamic-html is as expected.
thumbnailer and dns-visualization show similar pattern in their memory usage.
They both use a large library, and have a relatively low dynamic memory
consumption. However, only a portion of the large library is loaded into
memory, and this part explains the identical but not shared file-backed
memory.
image-recognition shows more sharing potential than others. It loads a model
about 100M as anonymous memory, and also uses large libraries as dnavisualization does. In total, there is around 40% of the RSS can be further
shared, in which 27% is anonymous and 13% is file-backed. We infer that the
identical anonymous memory mainly comes from the model.
To conclude, the four benchmarks show one thing in common: Although the
same function is running concurrently in the containers, the not shareable
memory still accounts for over half of the RSS. Among the functions, imagerecognition shows the greatest memory sharing potential, and we should
mainly focus on the sharing of anonymous memory, which accounts for 27%
of RSS.

3.4.3

Sub-page Level Sharing Potential

We use the same experimental setting as the previous experiment (3.4.2),
except that we compare the content of 1/2 page or 3/4 page instead of
comparing full page. We calculate how many pages are 50% identical and
how many are 75% identical.
For all tested functions, we find that 75% identical pages account for less
than 2% of the RSS, and 50% identical pages account for less than 3% of
the RSS. The data suggests that it makes little sense to implement sub-page
sharing since the overhead imposed by adding patches to the pages would
possibly be greater than the benefit it offers.

3.4.4

Peak Measurement VS After-execution Measurement

We observe that the RSS for each benchmark increases soon after a request arrives, and then goes down and remains steady after the request is completed.
This phenomenon raises the question that if we should do the memory deduplication at the memory peak point. We soon discover that the increase comes
from the input memory given by the request. The larger the input data is,
the huger the increase is. A small input shows a negligible gap between the
peak memory and the stable memory. Since we are studying the sharing
17
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potential across functions of different users, and generally speaking, different
functions are invoked by different inputs, there is no need to analyze the
sharing potential at peak memory point.

3.4.5

ASLR Effect on Memory Sharing

The effect of ASLR is shown in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2. With ASLR disabled,
the identical but not shared memory increases 5.8% on average, with 3.4%
for anonymous memory, 2.4% for file-backed memory. The effect of ASLR on
memory deduplication for serverless systems is much less obvious compared
to VMs, and it seems not beneficial to increase the deduplication ratio at the
cost of impaired security.

Figure 3.3: ASLR effects on memory sharing. ASLR is enabled for the bars
on the left side, disabled for the bars on the right side.
benchmarks

not shareable

already shared

shareable anonymous

shareable file-backed

dynamic-html
thumbnailer
image-recognition
dna-visualisation

64.4% / 58.4%
60.1% / 52.3%
56.8% / 51.8%
70.7% / 63.7%

34.4% / 35.4%
34.4% / 34.7%
3.4% / 3.5%
17.6% / 18.8%

1.2% / 3.3%
1.0% / 4.6%
27.3% / 33.6%
0.5% / 2.1%

0.0% / 3.0%
4.4% / 8.4%
12.5% / 11.1%
11.3% / 15.4%

Table 3.2: Data in Figure 3.3. The blue ones are the data with ASLR disabled.
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3.5

Summary

The serverless functions we have tested quickly reach a stable state after
five invocations. For all the functions we have tested, more than half of the
memory is not identical and thus cannot be shared. Most of the identical
memory of dynamic-recognition, thumbnailer and dna-visualisation has been
already shared by OverlayFS through page cache sharing. A typical machine
learning inference function, image-recognition, shows the greatest memory
sharing potential. About 40% of its memory can be further shared, among
which the anonymous memory accounts for 27% of RSS, and this is the
part we should mainly focus on. We also find that it is appropriate to
share memory after each invocation. Moreover, the sharing opportunity of
our functions does not benefit much from sub-page level sharing nor from
disabling ASLR. Both of them increase the shareable memory by less than
6%.
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Chapter 4

Design and Implementation

From the results given by the profiling experiments, the function imagerecognition shows the most significant sharing potential, especially the anonymous memory in this function. Therefore, we decide to design our solution
to exploit the anonymous and shareable memory pages. The solution should
also be in accord with the pay-as-you-go serverless billing model, which
means we should not add any overhead except when actually using the
function, so there should be no background thread consuming CPU clocks.

4.1

Proposed Solutions

Since it is mature and simple to understand, we reuse the content-based page
sharing (CBPS) idea of using hashing to compare and copy-on-write to share.
However, we need to discard the scanning process, the most time-consuming
part of CBPS, to adapt our solution to serverless systems, and think of other
ways to find the sharing candidates. Before we introduce USM, we present
different solutions we propose to replace the scanning process. We illustrate
the advantages and disadvantages of each solution and explain why we
finally chose USM.
The memory deduplication solutions we have thought of are:
• Catch every newly allocated physical page used by the containers and
put it into the hash table. This solution can achieve the best coverage
of all potentially shareable pages. However, it requires a large hash
table to store the pages, and can be space-wasting for functions with
little memory to share. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine when
to share newly allocated anonymous pages. Anonymous pages are
filled with zero when allocated, and the contents are written to the
pages later. Therefore, it is difficult to determine when the writing to
an anonymous page is completed. If we share an anonymous page
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too early, any write operation on this page will cause a page fault,
which breaks the sharing and causes additional overhead. To overcome
the difficulty in sharing anonymous pages, we propose another two
solutions:
– For the image-recognition case, we envision providing a customized
PyTorch library changing the current way of PyTorch loading its
model into memory. However, this solution is problem-specific,
which only applies to the PyTorch machine learning function, and
hacking a library is difficult on its own.
– We propose to change the low-level libc’s implementation of
malloc, manually making anonymous pages file-backed. This
solution sets high hacking skills and low-level memory management knowledge requirements, making the project impossible to
complete within the specified time limit.
• Let the user explicitly tell the kernel that some memory areas can be
shared through the madvise system call. The advantage is obvious: we
leave the responsibility of choosing sharing candidates to the user. The
user should decide which memory can be shared and ensure that the
potential shareable memory remains unchanged. The second advantage
is that the solution applies to both file-backed and anonymous memory.
However, besides adding more burden to the user, the memory areas
whose addresses are not visible to the user cannot be shared, such as
the libraries.
Out of consideration for the feasibility of the solution and the higher sharing
potential of anonymous pages from the profiling results, we choose to implement the solution with madvise system call, and we call it User Samepage
Sharing (USM), as a tribute to KSM.

4.2

Overview of USM

4.2.1

USM API

USM is implemented through the madvise system call:
int madvise(void *addr, size_t length, int advice);
Use MADV SHAREABLE or simply the value 20 as the advice argument to
”madvise” memory regions into USM.
To facilitate the users, we provide a python interface [7] for the madvise
system call with the help of Python CFFI [1] library. CFFI integrates C codes
with Python and achieves better core speed than ctypes. Users can directly
use
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usm_madvise(addr: unsigned long, length: size_t) -> int
in their python code after importing the corresponding library produced by
CFFI. Calling madvise in other languages can be done in similar ways.
It’s important to note that madvise system call requires the address argument
to be page-aligned.

4.2.2

Algorithm Overview

Since the process of finding sharing candidates is offloaded to the user, and
the sharing process is based on the content-based page sharing concept, the
main idea of the algorithm is straightforward, as described in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The flow chart of the main ideas in USM
USM is implemented as a built-in Linux module, with a ”init” function that
is called at boot time. USM uses the ”init” function for initializing the data
structures, including the hash tables and the slab caches for storing the hash
table entries. We have not defined any ”switch” to turn on or off the USM
module, since not using the madvise with MADV SHAREABLE means USM
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is turned off without adding any additional overhead to the system. We may
consider adding a configuration entry in the Linux configuration file in the
future.
Unlike KSM (introduced in §2.3.3), which uses a single kernel thread to
do the scanning and sharing in the background, USM shares the pages
synchronously, which means the function will be blocked by the madvise
system call, and continue executing only when the system call returns. We
cannot put the whole process into the background for two reasons. The first
is that it is very likely that the short-lived function finishes execution before
the kernel thread gets scheduled and begins to share the pages. Therefore,
the time cost adding to the functions caused by the foreground memory
deduplication process is inevitable. The only thing we can do is to minimize
this overhead. The second reason is that we should not use any background
thread consuming CPU clocks since this violates that the users of serverless
systems only pay what they use. As a result of synchronization, multiple
containers can enter into USM simultaneously. We use spinlocks to prevent
race conditions caused by concurrent accesses of the hash tables.
We refer to KSM’s implementation of sharing the pages using copy-on-write,
and also make some adaptations for serverless systems based on the contentbased page sharing concept. We summarize the differences between USM
and KSM in §4.4.2.

4.3

Implementation Detail

In this section, we cover the detailed implementations that are not covered in
the simple algorithm flow chart in Figure 4.1. These parts are very technical,
but they make the algorithm more rigorous. Reading the description along
with the flow chart offers a better understanding of the algorithm. Overall,
the detailed description aims to answer the following questions:
• What hash algorithm do we use? What kind of data structures do we
use to store the ”madvised” pages? (§4.3.1)
• After we get the ”madvised” page, what to do if the page has already
been ”madvised” before with a different (old) content? Since the page
now has new content, how do we prevent adding it twice in the hash
table? (§4.3.2)
• What if the page we find with identical content changes after it is added
to USM? (§4.3.3)
• How to prevent the pages from being modified before USM shares
them? (§4.3.4)
• How exactly is the page sharing done in a copy-on-write way? (§4.3.5
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• How to deal with the pages stored in USM when the process that
”madvises” them exits? (§4.3.6)
• Does concurrent access to the pages kill USM? (§4.3.7)

4.3.1

Hashing and the page hash table

In our scenario, we need to perform searching, inserting, and deleting for the
”madvised” pages, and we do not care about the ordering of the elements.
Therefore, the hash table is the best suitable data structure to store the
”madvised” pages, enabling searching, inserting, and deleting in O(1) time
on average. Other tree-based data structures such as prefix tree and redblack tree have increased time complexity or space complexity for different
purposes. The prefix tree provides a dictionary-like searching function with
a larger space consumption. The red-black tree is made for storing ordered
data with time complexity of O(logN). We directly reuse the well-tested
Linux built-in hash table defined in linux/hashtable.h. The built-in hash
table fulfills all the requirements, and we don’t have to increase the code
complexity in the kernel space. The built-in hash table is implemented as an
array of linked lists using separate chaining to resolve hash collisions.
The performance of the hash table is mainly decided by the hash function
and its load factor, defined by the ratio of the number of elements to the
number of buckets in the hash table. The hash function we use is xxHash [11].
xxHash is an extremely fast hash algorithm, running at RAM speed limits. It
is already merged into the Linux kernel and ready for use.
According to the survey on the characteristic made by Microsoft [42], 90%
of the applications never consume more than 400MB, and 50% of the applications allocate at most 170MB. We also suppose that most serverless
functions merge at most 50% of their memory, based on the profiling results where none of the tested functions shows a sharing potential larger
than 40%. Based on the two observations above, the hash table is set to
perform well with pages of 200MB. And to ensure better performance, we
add a coefficient of 1.3 before the maximum number of keys [8]. So the hash
table is set to have 200MB/4KB * 1.3 different buckets supposing the page
size is 4KB. Each bucket of the hash table is a struct hlist head (defined
in linux/hashtable.h) which is 8 bytes, so the hash table itself consumes
200MB/4KB * 1.3 * 8B = 0.5MB.
Since the hash table in the Linux kernel is an array with limited size, the
hash index is not the same as the hash value, but the hash value of the page’s
content % the number of the buckets. Thus if two pages fall into the same
bucket, we need to compare the real hash value for an accurate comparison.
Therefore, we need to store the hash value of that page for each page entry in
the hash table storing all the ”madvised” pages, which we call page hash table.
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Besides the hash value, we store the page descriptor in the page hash table for
mapping it to the kernel address space and get its content for comparison.
We also store the virtual address and the memory descriptor for each page
entry; the reason is covered in §4.3.3. Along with the struct hlist node
imposed by the Linux kernel hash table, each entry in the page hash table
takes 48 bytes. 200MB/4KB * 1.3 entries would take 3MB in total.

4.3.2

Another Hash Table: rmap hash table

What could happen when a virtual address is ”madvised” twice? If the
content at that address remains the same during the two ”madvise”s, we
can simply ignore the second ”madvise”. However, if the content changes
between the first and second ”madvise”, how do we discover this situation
and handle it?
The page hash table identifies the pages by their content. If a page with new
content is ”madvised”, the page hash table will consider it as a new page
and store it. Therefore, a page with modified content will be added to the
page hash table twice, and it leaves two entries in the page hash table: one entry
with the new content and the other entry with the old content. The stale
entry with the old content not only occupies space, but also causes problems
when another page wants to merge with it.
In order to resolve the above problem, we learn from the first patch of
KSM [23] who uses another hash table, the rmap hash table. The rmap hash table
uses the virtual address as an index to identify a page entry, and stores the
page’s hash value at the time the page is stored, which we call the old hash
value. However, virtual address alone cannot identify a virtual page with
100% correctness since different processes may use the same virtual address,
so we need to add the memory descriptor in the rmap hash table to identify
the process. Therefore, by comparing the virtual address and the memory
descriptor first in the rmap hash table when a page is being ”madvised”, we
are able to know if it has been ”madvised” before. Moreover, by comparing
its old hash value to the new one, we can check if the stored page’s content
has been changed. If the content has been changed during the two ”madvises”, we delete the stale entry and add the new entry to the hash tables;
otherwise, we skip this page and go to the next ”madvised” page.
Besides the old hash value, the virtual address (the reason we store the
virtual address in the page hash table is the same as we store the hash value
in page hash table) and the memory descriptor, we also store the PID of the
process ”madvising” the page. The reason is described in §4.3.6.
The size of the rmap hash table is set to be the same as the page hash table, so it
also consumes 0.5MB in the memory. Each entry of rmap hash table also takes
48 bytes, which results in 3MB for 200MB/4KB * 1.3 entries.
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4.3.3

Check and Ensure the Validity of the Pages

Right after we find a page with identical content in the page hash table, we
need to check if the page is still valid because there is no protection on it to
prevent it from being modified since it has been added to the hash tables. We
check if the page is still present in the memory and if the page content has
been changed before merging them. We add the page’s virtual address and
its memory descriptor to the page hash table to get the page table entry and
check the present bit in the entry. If the page is no longer in the memory, or
modified, we delete the page from the hash tables and continue searching
in the page hash table. Also, we need to ensure that the page stays present
in the memory and refuses any modifications on it afterwards, so we add
memory locks to prevent the pages from swapping out, and write-protect
them, which is covered in the following section §4.3.4.

4.3.4

Write-protect the Pages

After finding two pages with identical contents, we need to ensure that the
content of the pages is not changed before they are merged. Otherwise,
we will get into trouble merging two different pages that we thought were
identical. After some research, we find that no lock can prevent the content at
a certain address from being changed in the kernel. The only way to prevent
a page from being modified is to write-protect it, by setting the R/W bit of
the corresponding page table entry to zero. However, if we write-protect the
pages after finding them identical, there is still the possibility that the pages
are modified just after we compare them. Also, we cannot write-protect the
pages too early because any write operation later will result in a page fault.
Therefore, we choose to write-protect the pages after we compare the hash
value of the pages, but before we make a byte-by-byte comparison of them.
However, we should keep in mind that adding write protection to a page
does not actually prevent the page from being modified! The write-protected
page can still be written to if any process has write access to it, but a page
fault will be triggered due to the write operation, and a new physical page
will be allocated to it. Therefore, we can easily catch if a page is modified
after it has been write-protected.

4.3.5

Page Merging

We share the page in a copy-on-write fashion (§2.3.2). We merge the newly
madvised page to the page already added in the hash tables, by changing
the newly madvised page’s page frame number (PFN) in its page table entry
(PTE) to the PFN of the already added page. The two virtual pages are then
referencing the same physical page. Before we change the PFN, we first get
the page table locks for the two pages. We then flush the cache and the TLB
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to prevent anybody from accessing the newly madvised page from its old
page frame. After the pages are merged, we renew the reverse mapping
information for the newly ”madvised” pages. Otherwise, the page reclaiming
mechanism will not work correctly. We decrease the reference count by one
of the physical page referenced before by the newly ”madvised” page, and
add one to the reference count of the physical page now referenced by the
two pages. The physical page referenced before by the newly ”madvised”
page can be freed later if no one else is referencing it.
After the pages are merged and marked write-protected, any write operation
will cause a page fault, and a new page frame will be allocated for the page
being written to. The Linux kernel is responsible for processing the page
faults, so we do not need to manage them.

4.3.6

Remove the Invalid Entries

After a page is ”madvised” and added to the page tables, it might be swapped
out, or freed, or modified, thus leaving a stale page entry with no longer
valid information in both hash tables.
The rmap hash table can identify and delete the stale entries coming from
the pages that are ”madvised” twice with modified content. The process of
checking the validity of the stored pages after a page with the same hash
value is ”madvised”, as described in §4.3.3, can also delete some stale page
entries. However, since USM does not scan the stored pages, we omit the
stale page entries that are not touched again after being added to the hash
tables, which will result in the degradation of the performance of searching
the hash tables.
We implement a clearing function to clear all the pages ”madvised” by a
process when the process exits, which resolves the problem above by clearing
no matter stale or clean entries associated with the exiting process. In the
first version, we add flags in the memory descriptors (mm) and the virtual
memory areas (vma) containing the pages added to the USM system. At
the time a process exits, we first check if its memory descriptor is marked
by USM, and if yes, we then iterate through mm finding the marked virtual
memory areas and iterate through the marked virtual memory areas to check
if any virtual address appears in the rmap hash table. Adding flags to the
memory descriptors and the virtual memory areas is learned from KSM.
However, using this method, we fail to delete the page entries that are freed
before the process exits, since the freed pages are no longer recorded in the
memory descriptor. So we discard the flags adding in the memory regions,
but maintain a PID (process ID) of the process that ”madvise” the page
in the rmap hash table. When a process exits, we now iterate through the
rmap hash table and find the pages marked with the existing process’s PID.
Therefore, no matter the page is freed or not, as long as it is madvised by
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the existing process, it will be found and cleared. We add the PID in the
rmap hash table instead of the page hash table simply because we want the two
tables to be balanced on their size. It’s is also possible to put the PID in the
page hash table.

4.3.7

Concurrency and Consistency

USM supports concurrent accesses on the pages being ”madvised” with
ensured consistency.
Concurrent writes on the ”madvised” pages are ensured by the checks on the
page content and the write protection. USM checks the content of the page
being written before it adds write protection on it. If there is any modification
on the page, USM discards this page as a sharing candidate. If the page is
written after the write-protection, the byte-by-byte comparison will discover
the modification. USM also adds a page descriptor comparison right before
the page merging, which detects the page faults.
Concurrent read operations can obtain consistent data before and after the
page is merged. Since USM does not change the page content, it does not
influence the reading of the page, except when USM changes the referenced
physical page for page merging. Before USM merges the pages, it flushes the
cache and the TLB. The reading process or thread needs to get the physical
address through the page table again. However, USM gets the page table lock
before the merging, blocking the reading process or thread for a while, and
then release the page table lock after the PFN in the PTE has been changed.
When the reading process or thread finally accesses the page table, it will get
the new physical page with identical memory content.

4.4

Summary

USM builds a memory deduplication module in the Linux kernel through
the madvise system call. It uses the fast xxHash [11] algorithm to calculate
the page’s hash value according to its content, and stores the ”madvised”
page in Linux’s built-in hash table data structure. USM refers to KSM’s
implementation of page sharing. It exploits the rmap hash table and the
validity checks to sift out the pages whose content is modified after being
”madvised”, and uses write-protection to prevent the pages to be merged
from being modified. USM merges the pages in a copy-on-write manner, and
relies on the page fault handling in Linux when the copy-on-write is broken.
Moreover, USM also ensures safety on concurrent accesses of the ”madvised”
page.
Based on the description of the details in the USM algorithm, we provide a
more complete flow chart of the algorithm compared to the simple version
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in Figure 4.1. In the end, we make a comparison between USM and KSM.

4.4.1

Complete Algorithm

The complete algorithm flow chart is visible in Figure 4.2. This one includes the details presented in section 4.3, and the corresponding functions
(expressed in colored words) implemented in USM.

4.4.2

Comparison with KSM

USM differs from KSM mainly in the following aspects:
• USM does not include any scanning process, while KSM needs to
periodically scan the memory regions for finding sharing candidates.
• USM uses hashing to compare and store the pages, which is more
efficient in time and space consumption than the red-black trees used
by KSM.
• USM does not use a dedicated kernel thread for comparison and merging work. It shares the pages synchronously right after the madvise
system call in adaptation to the short-lived serverless functions and
also in accord with the pay-as-you-go serverless billing model, at the
cost of adding more execution time to the functions.
• USM is much simpler than KSM. Today’s KSM has evolved into a very
complex algorithm, with the efforts of many great engineers and a lot
of considerations we might never think of. We have to say that we do
not fully understand every line of code in KSM, and KSM also lacks
detailed documentation. However, we introduce the ideas in USM at
our best, and implement everything we think necessary to make USM
performs the memory deduplication correctly.
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Figure 4.2: Complete USM algorithm flow chart
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate USM’s effect on memory reduction and its time
overhead. We test USM’s memory reduction effect on a real-world machine
learning inference serverless function image-recognition, as described in §3.3.
We study the performance of USM both on a micro-benchmark and on the
real-world image-recognition function.

5.1

Evaluation Setup

The evaluation is performed on exactly the same virtual machine as described
in §3.1. The x86-64 virtual machine has 24 vCPUs of model Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Platinum 8255C and 48GB memory, with Ubuntu 18.04 and Linux kernel
4.15.18. The Docker version is 20.10.6. The real-world function we use is
from SeBS v1.0, run by Python version 3.7.5.

5.2

Benchmarks

The micro-benchmark used for the performance evaluation is composed of
two identical simple C programs. These programs load different sizes of
random data from the same file into memory, and ”madvise” the random
data. The random data in the file is from /dev/urandom. We use the microbenchmark to evaluate how much time is spent for USM on sharing different
sizes of memory.
The real-world function we use for both the memory evaluation and the
performance evaluation is the function image-recognition. This function is
also used for the profiling work, and described in detail in §3.3. We add the
madvise system call to the image-recognition python function with the help
of Python CFFI library [1], and ”madvise” the inference model. It is worth
mentioning that ”madvising” the model is not easy work, since the model
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is not directly stored in a defined variable. We need to find out where the
model’s parameters are actually stored and ”madvise” them one by one. We
provide an implementation demonstrating this [6]. In the implementation,
we walk over the model’s component to find out every model parameter
without modifying the PyTorch library.

5.3

Memory Usage Evaluation

In this section, we present USM’s memory reduction effect on the containers
running the functions and on the whole system.

5.3.1

Memory Usage of Containers

Figure 5.1 shows memory usages of n containers running image-recognition
with and without USM, for n = 1,2,4,8,16. Each graph in fig. 5.1 shows
the resident set size (RSS), the proportional set size (PSS), and the private
memory size, and each point in the graphs shows the average and standard
deviation of memory usages over n containers. The measurements are taken
after five requests when the memory usages reach stable states. Since we only
”madvise” the inference model, the result is also valid for different functions
using the same model.

Figure 5.1: Memory usages for concurrent containers
In both plots, the RSS of each container remains stable regardless of the number of concurrent containers as expected. PSS generally shows a downward
trend, and gets closer and closer to private memory size with the increase of
the number of containers. This is as expected since PSS takes the memory
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sharing among processes into account:
PSS =

shared memory
+ private memory
n

where n is the number of processes sharing the memory. When n increases,
the shared memory has less influence on PSS, and PSS gets dominated by
the private part. The private memory size coincides with RSS when n = 1
since no memory is shared, and then it becomes stable across different runs,
which means that USM achieves a constant size of memory sharing for each
container.
By comparing the two plots in fig. 5.1 we can see that USM succeeds in
reducing the memory usage of the containers since it achieves lower PSS and
private memory size. USM reduces the PSS of each container by 12.8% on
average with two concurrent containers, 24.7% with 16 concurrent containers.
USM reduces the private memory size by around 80M across the runs, which
means about 80M memory is shared between the containers at each run.
USM does not have an evident influence on the RSS, because the shared
memory is counted as part of the RSS for all the containers sharing it. Let us
use an example to make it clear. Suppose that there are two containers A and
B; they both have 10M private memory and 20M memory identical to the
memory of the other container. No doubt that both of their RSS is 30M before
the identical memory is shared. Then USM is enabled, container A and
container B are sharing the 20M, that is to say both A and B are referencing
the same pages of 20M, or to be more clear, A and B are still referencing
20M as before, except that the 20M is also referenced by others. Therefore, A
and B are still referencing the same amount of data, and they still have 30M
as RSS. However, after the memory sharing, both containers have reduced
PSS, which is 20M, and the total memory usage of the two containers is 40M,
which is the sum of their PSS. To conclude, RSS cannot reflect the effects of
memory sharing, whereas PSS can.

5.3.2

Memory Usage of the System

We also trace the memory usage of the system when running concurrent
containers with and without USM, using the same experimental setting as the
memory evaluation on containers in §5.3.1. We record the memory increase
on the system caused by the containers, by executing the Linux command
free -m before and after launching the containers and invoking the function
five times. The system’s memory usage can better illustrate the memory
reduction effect, since it also counts the data structures that USM creates in
the kernel, including the hash tables and the page entries.
Figure 5.2 shows that USM reduces the total memory usage of the system
by 12% when two containers are running. With 16 containers running
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Figure 5.2: Memory usage of the system
concurrently, the memory reduction reaches 20% (1G), which means more
than three containers running the same function can be further added to the
system.
However, we discover that not all the ”madvised” pages are identical, which
adds more pages to the hash tables than expected. The inference model is
98M. Begin with the second container, each newly launched container ”madvises” 25188 pages, also 98M. However, about 16% - 18% of the ”madvised”
pages are added to the hash table without finding any identical page to
merge. The size of the pages that can’t find any other to share corresponds
to the private memory reduce around 80M shown in fig. 5.1 rather than 98M.
The unshared but ”madvised” pages accumulate to about 250M in the hash
table after launching 16 containers. The additional 250M not only is the main
reason for the gap between 24.7% memory reduction of the containers and
20% memory reduction of the system, but also may result in a non-negligible
time increase which will be covered in the following section.

5.4

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the performance evaluation results of USM. However, we have encountered some difficulties in obtaining and analyzing the
results. We have problems obtaining the same results across different runs.
The time spent on the function image-recognition could be different for runs
at different time. We also observed obvious jitter of the time overhead across
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containers for some experiments, and strange sudden rises and sudden falls
of the time cost of an individual operation. Nevertheless, we still provide
data that we find meaningful, and illustrate in detail the abnormal behaviors
we have observed in the corresponding section below. The analysis of the
abnormal experiments is to be done in the future work.
In the real world scenario, the users only want to ”madvise” the data once,
probably in the first invocation of the function. They do not want to waste
additional time on ”madvising” the same memory multiple times during the
later invocations. So in the following experiments, each function is invoked
once, which means that the functions are invoked in a cold container.

5.4.1

Performance on a Micro-benchmark

Figure 5.3: The time cost of USM on sharing different sizes of memory
We use a micro-benchmark to evaluate the time cost of USM on sharing
different sizes of memory. The micro-benchmark is composed of two identical
simple C programs that load different sizes of random data from the same file
into memory. The random data prevent the programs from sharing memory
with themselves, so the two programs can only share memory between each
other. The results are shown in Figure 5.3. Each data point is the average
of 10 runs with the standard deviation. The ”first madvise” line shows the
cost of the first launched program that only adds the pages in the hash table
without merging operations, while the ”second madvise” line represents the
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second launched program which includes the page merging cost.

5.4.2

Performance on the image-recognition Function

For evaluating the performance on the image-recognition function, we first
launch 16 containers running the function without invoking them, then
invoke them one by one and record the time spent on the invocation of each
container. We study the time cost of the functions defined in USM using
the data from the 16th container. Next, we run the experiment 5 times and
provide the time spent on the invocation of each container.
Overhead of Individual Functions in USM
We measure the time spent on individual functions used in USM to identify
the most time-consuming functions for further optimization.
We use ftrace [4] to catch the kernel functions executed before and after
an invocation, and we set functions filters which makes ftrace only care
about function usm madvise, including the sub-functions called inside it, and
function usm exit. Then we use ftd [5, 17] to process the data provided by
ftrace, which sorts the functions by their total execution time, and shows
the count number and the average execution time of each function.
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the the top 15 most time-consuming functions
and costs of functions defined in USM (see Figure 4.2) during the function
invocation for the last invoked container when running 16 containers concurrently with each being invoked once. For each function, the times the
function is called is shown in column ”Count”, the total time spent in column
”Time”, the average time in column ”Average”, and the time not spent in
sub-routines in column ”Local”. The time is given in nanoseconds.
From Table 5.1 we see can usm exit is the most time-consuming function.
This is the function that removes all the entries madvised by an existing
process. However, by checking the cost of usm exit for the 16 containers, we
find that this function consumes little time for some containers, while for
other containers, this function becomes the most time-consuming one. What
is even more strange is that the total time cost for the function does not show
great differences under the two cases where usm exit takes a long time and
a short time. We have not found a way to explain this phenomenon yet, so
let us just ignore the time cost of usm exit and focus on the other functions.
search hash table is the main logic function called in usm madvise, including write protect page, replace page and add page to hash table, so it’s
not surprising that it takes so much time. However, the local time for this
function is also large, which includes the time spent on getting the locks
for the hash tables, iterating through the hash table, and getting the page
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Function

Count

Time

Average

Local

usm exit
search hash table
raw spin unlock
replace page
putback lru page
mlock vma page
page remove rmap
clear page mlock
munlock vma page
raw spin lock irq
lru cache add
lru cache add
pagevec lru add
pagevec lru move fn
isolate lru page

9
87
567
86
345
172
86
86
174
627
173
173
12
12
258

13696174
7218096
4221535
2340038
2152758
1708109
1555877
1461437
1320444
1091228
1031116
967874
932790
928400
921763

1521797
82966
7445
27209
6239
9930
18091
16993
7588
1740
5960
5594
77732
77366
3572

13494947
593579
3976584
190519
225022
127656
47056
63022
144529
970420
63242
35084
4390
71996
334536

Table 5.1: Top 15 time-consuming functions during an invocation
Function

Count

Time

Average

Local

search hash table
write protect page
replace page
add page to hash table

87
172
86
1

7218096
799718
2340038
7311

82966
4649
27209
7311

593579
157270
190519
1322

Table 5.2: Functions in USM
table locks to check the presence of the stored pages. Table 5.1 also shows
that the locks take up much time, including the spinlocks used for the hash
tables and page table locks, and the memory locks (mlock and munlock) that
lock the pages in the memory. The functions with lru in their names are
called when a page is unlocked from memory and added to the LRU list for
page reclamation. page remove rmap is called in the function replace page
to clear the old reverse mapping of the merged page. It is also at the forefront,
but it is necessary for the algorithm working correctly.
Time Cost of USM with Concurrent Containers
We launch 16 containers running image-recognition concurrently and invoke
them one by one. We execute the experiments for five times, and the average
and the standard deviation of the time cost of the invocation of each container
is shown in Figure 5.4. The figure shows three lines: ”madvise time” is the
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time spent on the madvise system call, ”function time” is the time spent for
other parts of the function excluding the ”madvise” system call, including the
time for downloading and processing the model, and time cost on computing
the inference result. ”total time” is the time cost of the function in total,
which equals to ”madvise time” plus ”function time”.

Figure 5.4: Time cost for container 1 to container 16
The ”function time” is stable across containers and corresponds to the time
spent on the cloud. The time spent on the ”madvise” system call shows
an increasing trend when more and more containers are invoked, which
means more and more functions call madvise. This shouldn’t be the case if
container 2 to container 16 only ”madvise” the pages with identical content,
and are merged to the same pages stored in the hash tables. However, as
described in §5.3.2, not all the ”madvised” pages are identical, which adds
more pages to the hash tables than expected each time a new container is
invoked. This could explain the increasing time spent on the ”madvise”
system call. However, the data given by ftrace does not show an obvious
increasing trend in the time spent on search hash table. We still need to
put more effort into figuring out the reason and make improvements to it.
The leap increase between the first and second containers comes from page
sharing beginning from the second container.
During the experiments, we also discover that the time consuming of the
function can vary a lot at different times. If there is a time increase compared
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to another run, then all the operations in the function consume more time,
including the downloading of the model, the inference process, and the time
for the madvise system call. We do exactly the same experiments to get
these two sets of data, except that the experiment of the second set of data is
executed one day later. Rebooting the experimental machine does not solve
this problem. The reason is still unclear to us.

5.5

Summary

In conclusion, for a case study of the function image-recognition, USM reduces
the system memory usage by 12% with two concurrent containers, at the cost
of spending 47% more time. USM achieves a 20% system memory reduction
with 16 concurrent containers, which means three more containers can be
further added to the system, but with a doubled time spent on the function.
Iterating the hash table, acquiring and releasing the spinlocks and memory
locks, and removing the old reverse mapping information are the most
time-consuming operations used in USM.
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Conclusion & Future Work

In this project, we first study the sharing opportunity across serverless
functions for different kinds of serverless workloads. Based on the profiling
results, we design and implement USM, a built-in Linux model that enables
memory deduplication between different serverless functions through the
madvise system call, and thus reduces the memory consumption of the
serverless systems. USM uses the content-based page sharing concept [47]
proposed by VMware. For a typical machine learning inference function,
image-recognition provided by SeBS [22], USM reduces the overall system
memory usage by 12% with two concurrent containers, and up to 20% of the
system memory usage with 16 concurrent containers, which allows adding
three more containers to the system. The first container that ”madvising”
the pages spends 13% more time, while the second container ”madvising”
the pages with the same content spends 47% more time. The time overhead
is not negligible but still affordable in serverless systems, compared to the
traditional content-based page sharing algorithm such as KSM [15].
However, there is still much work left to be done in the future. First, USM’s
performance is not completely tested, and the experiment results are not
fully understood. We still need to make efforts on the abnormal behavior
observed during the evaluation experiments. Moreover, according to §5.4.2,
we have to analyze further the reason for the increasing time cost with the
number of concurrent containers increase, and try to resolve or minimize
the overhead caused by the issue. Since ftrace only shows the time for not
inlined functions, we can make every small sub-routines in USM not inlined,
which may provide directions on further optimization of the algorithm. We
may change the implementation of the hash tables used in USM, since the
Linux built-in hash table data structure now employed in USM follows a
simple implementation but not the most efficient one.
Furthermore, we can exploit the safe concurrency supported by USM, and
execute the madvise system call asynchronously with the inference work, by
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putting the system call on a different thread and continuing the inference
computation, and thus resulting in a decreased time spent on the function.
Our work also opens new directions on automatic detection of shareable
content and compiling applications to organized data structures such that
sharability is improved. Further work should be done on the investigation of
different types of functions and figuring out other types of functions that can
benefit from USM.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: USM Implementation as
a Linux Kernel Module

We add a new advice value, MADV SHAREABLE, in the kernel file
include/uapi/asm-generic/mman-common.h. Since the system call interface
is also part of the C standard library (libc), and MADV SHAREABLE is not
admitted by libc yet, users using our customized kernel need to manually
add #define MADV SHAREALBE 20 in the file mman-linux.h of libc’s user
interface. In our experiment machine using Ubuntu kernel and GCC, the
file is located at /usr/include/x86 64-linux-gnu/bits/mman-linux.h. Users
can also directly use the value 20 to replace MADV SHAREABLE without
changing the libc user interface.
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